From
Dr. A. Ashok, I.A.S.,
Secretary,
TS Board of Intermediate Education
Nampally, Hyderabad.

To
All the Principals of Govt./Aided/Private/
Secretary,,
TSRJC/TSSWRJC/TSTWRJC/
Railway/Co-op/Intensive Junior Colleges
in the State.


Sir/ Madam,

Sub: TSBIE– ERTW-II(T.B) – INSPIRE- Scholarship for Higher Education(SHE) – Forwarding of Advisory Note to the candidate for Eligibility in SHE component under INSPIRE scheme to provisionally selected candidates of IPE March, 2016 - Regarding.

Ref: Lr. DST/INSPIRE Scholarship/Boards/2016-17/1 dated 10.06.2016.

@@@@@

You may be aware of Innovation in Science Pursuit for Inspired Research (INSPIRE) , which is a flagship programme of the Ministry of Science and Technology, Govt. of India , implemented by the Department of Science and Technology(DST) for attracting talents for study of science and careers in research. Under INSPIRE, one of the sub scheme is ‘Scholarship for Higher Education(SHE), under which scholarships are offered annually to top 1% students of Class XII / Intermediate examinations of State and Central Boards in India, to pursue studies in Basic and Natural sciences at B.Sc., B.Sc. (Hons.), Integrated M.Sc. /MS Programmes with Mathematics or Statistics, Physics, Chemistry and Life Sciences in any one of the recognized institutions in India.

The candidate/s details of your college who are listed in top 1% students of Intermediate in the year 2016 are herewith sent along with “Advisory Note to the candidate for Eligibility in Scholarship for Higher Education (SHE), component under INSPIRE Scheme” selected based on the marks secured in IPE March 2016.

P.T.O
All the Principals are requested to hand over the Advisory Note to the concerned student/s within (03) days from the date of receipt with instructions to apply with required documents through online if eligible, as and when the scheme is announced for submission of applications. Further information / details sought under this scheme are available at the website www.inspire-dst.gov.in.

This may be treated as most urgent.

Yours faithfully,
Sd/-
SECRETARY

Copy submitted to:
1. The Principal Secretary to Government, Education Dept., Govt. of Telangana for favour of information.
4. The Secretary, Govt. of India, Ministry of Science and Technology, Department of Science and Technology, Technology Bhavan, New Mehrauli Road, New Delhi for favour of Information.

Copy to:
1. All the RJDs/DVEOs/RIO, Intermediate Education, Telangana State with a request to monitor the above.
2. Registrars of all the Universities in the State with a request to circulate this information to the colleges of under their jurisdiction.
3. Copy to the Secretary Peshi / COE Peshi.
4. All the Officers of TSBIE, Hyderabad.
Reader,
ERTW- TSBIE